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An Introduction to the Collections
“The distinctive principle of Western social philosophy is individualism. It
aims at the creation of a sphere in which the individual is free to think, to
choose, and to act without being restrained by the interference of the social
apparatus of coercion and oppression, the State.”
[Ludwig von Mises, “Liberty and Property” (1958)]
The OLL makes available at no charge to the public outstanding resources for teaching & learning about
individual liberty. It has won a number of international awards and recognition from such bodies as the
Library of Congress (we were selected for the Minerva Arching Project), the National Endowment for the
Humanities, and the British Arts & Humanities Research Council.

AUTHORS: The works of hundreds of authors from Ancient Sumeria to the present are represented.
They are organized by author, historical period, and schools of thought. The latter includes the French
Enlightenment, the Founding Fathers, 19th century natural rights theorists, the Austrian School of
Economics, and many others.

TITLES: The OLL contains over 1,300 volumes in multiple formats which are organized by subject
areas, topics, and debates. Highlights include the complete scholarly editions of the works of Adam
Smith, David Ricardo, J.S. Mill, Frédéric Bastiat; the collected works of Jefferson, Madison, J. Adams, &
many others; and over 200 titles published by Liberty Fund.

LIBERTY MATTERS ONLINE FORUM: Every two months the OLL hosts an online forum for
scholars to discuss the significance of some of the key works in the OLL collection. A lead article on the
topic is posted which is followed by 3 or more response essays and then open debate. Topics covered so
far include Eric Mack on "John Locke on Property," Geoffrey Brennan on "James Buchanan: An
Assessment," and Roderick Long on “Gustave de Molinari’s Legacy for Liberty”.

AUDIO/VIDEO: The OLL contains in mp3 format interviews with 26 scholars from the Intellectual
Portrait Series: Conversations with Leading Classical Liberal Figures of Our Time (also available in DVD). These
include interviews with leading political theorists and economists such as Armen A. Alchian, James M.
Buchanan, Milton Friedman, and Anthony de Jasay.
EPUB & KINDLE FORMATS OF OUR TITLES: Most OLL titles are available in ePub and Kindle
formats designed to be read on portable reading devices. Two special collections, “The Best of the OLL”
and “The Best of Bastiat,” are designed for use in the classroom and include classic works by Hume, Mill,
Hayek, Mises, Friedman, Kirzner and others.
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SEARCHING: A powerful search engine enables the user to search all books, all works in a given subject
area, all the works by a particular author, all the works in a collection, or just one book! Search filters
allow you to limit searches by various categories & the results show the full paragraph in which the search
term is located. For example, you can search just the collected works of Adam Smith for every occurrence
of the phrase “invisible hand.”

RESOURCES FOR TEACHERS: The OLL contains many resources to use in teaching and learning
about Liberty, such as biographies, bibliographies, timelines, reading lists, essays, key documents. Most of
these can be found in The Forum section of the OLL. Of special note are our collections “The Best of
the OLL” and “The Best of Bastiat” which contain chapter length extracts in convenient pamphlet
format [PDF, ePub, and Kindle].

QUOTATIONS ABOUT LIBERTY AND POWER: Each week a new quote is added to the front page
of the OLL. It highlights a key idea about liberty or power by one of our authors. The collection now
totals over 400 quotes which are categorized by topics such as free trade, money, abolition, law, literature,
politics, war & peace, despots, etc.

IMAGES OF LIBERTY AND POWER: In this collection of images we explore the sometimes hidden
political meanings and references contained in portraits, etchings, caricatures, title pages of books, and
other images. We have examined so far a comparison of portraits of George Washington and Napoleon,
propaganda of the anti-slavery movement, the etchings made by the Earl of Shaftesbury, James Gillray
on war & taxes during the War against Napoleon, and ration books & government propaganda in WW2.

PORTABLE LIBRARY OF LIBERTY: The PLL disk can be ordered free of charge upon request. It
contains over 1,000 full text titles from the OLL collection. They are in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats,
are fully self-contained & searchable, & are organized by title, subject area, and topic. The disk also
includes our collection of quotations about liberty and power.

LIBERTY FUND BOOKS: Many of the books published by Liberty Fund are also available online at
the OLL website. Other Liberty Fund resources online include the audio of the Intellectual Portrait
Series: Conversations with Leading Classical Liberal Figures of Our Time and lectures on The Legacy of
Friedrich Hayek. (which are also available on DVD from our online catalog).

COPYRIGHT & FAIR USE: This material is put online to further the educational goals of Liberty
Fund, Inc. Unless otherwise stated in the Copyright Information on each book’s title page, this material
may be used freely for educational & academic purposes. It may not be distributed by third parties or
used in any way for profit.

The Online Library of Liberty (OLL) is a project of Liberty Fund, Inc., a private educational foundation established in
1960 to encourage the study of the ideal of a society of free and responsible individuals. The OLL website has a large
collection of material about individual liberty, limited constitutional government, the free market, and peace.
Liberty Fund: <www.libertyfund.org>. OLL: <oll.libertyfund.org>.
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